ISAF Recognized National Training Programme

KSAF Yacht Training Programme

A submission from the Korea Sailing Federation

Purpose or Objective

To become an International Recognition Yacht Training Programme.

Proposal

ISAF to recognize National Yachting Training for Inspection by ‘Recognized Training’ for MNA’s wishing to have national programme.

Current Position

President Korea Sailing Federation

Reasons

1. Linking in Asia countries Yacht Training Programme and the ISAF recognised yacht training programme in the world.

2. To receive the inspection from ISAF expert inspector

3. “International Recognition” is the most important thing to Korea government and Korean

4. To improve the standards of safety and seamanship to the Korean population

5. To receive ISAF accreditation for the KSAF Yacht Training Programme

6. ISAF recognition ensures a well organised Yacht Training Programme, promoting safety which can be adopted by the Korea Yacht Training Programme